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Suspects for art theft arrested in the Green Vault (23)
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17 November 2020, Berlin: A suspicious man in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Berlin: A suspicious man in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Berlin: A suspicious man in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Berlin: A suspicious man in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: A suspicious man (M) in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: A suspicious man (M) in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: A suspicious man in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: A suspicious man (l) in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning view of the residence castle. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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17 November 2020, Berlin: The freeze frame from a video shows police officers in Gitschiner Stra?e taking away a suspect in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Fred Muller/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: A suspicious man in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: A suspicious man (M) in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: In the morning view of the residence castle. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: A suspicious man (M) in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: Jurgen Schmidt, senior public prosecutor and spokesman for the Dresdenm public prosecutor's office, is wearing his glasses before a press conference on the arrests in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault at the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. An international manhunt is underway for two suspects. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: Jurgen Schmidt, senior public prosecutor and spokesman for the Dresden public prosecutor's office, speaks to journalists about the arrests in the Green Vault art theft case before the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. An international manhunt is underway for two suspects. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: Jurgen Schmidt, senior public prosecutor and spokesman for the Dresden public prosecutor's office, speaks to journalists about the arrests in the Green Vault art theft case before the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. An international manhunt is underway for two suspects. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: A suspicious man in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: A suspicious man (M) in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault is led by police officers into the building of the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa - ATTENTION: Person was pixelated for legal reasons
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17 November 2020, Saxony, Dresden: Jurgen Schmidt, senior public prosecutor and spokesman for the Dresden public prosecutor's office, laughs before a press conference on the arrests in the case of the art theft in the Green Vault at the Higher Regional Court. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects this morning in Berlin. Photo: Robert Michael/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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FILED - 29 April 2020, Saxony, Dresden: The display case in the Jewel Room in the Historic Green Vault in the Dresden Palace of the Dresden State Art Collections (SKD), damaged in a break-in. Almost a year after the art theft in the Dresden Green Vault, police arrested three suspects on Tuesday morning in Berlin. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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FILED - 26 November 2019, Saxony, Dresden: Police forces are standing in the Bear Garden next to the cut-through lattice window of the Green Vault at the Residenzschloss. Almost a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects on Tuesday morning in Berlin. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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FILED - 25 November 2019, Saxony, Dresden: A barrier tape hangs from an entrance to the catacombs under Augustus Bridge. A fire in the catacombs had cut off the power supply to the State Art Collections in the early morning. Dresden's Green Vault treasure chamber was broken into early in the morning. Just under a year after the art theft in Dresden's Green Vault, police arrested three suspects in Berlin on November 17, 2020. Photo: Sebastian Kahnert/dpa-Zentralbild/dpa
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